
 

Sustainable Viticulture 

 

Our goal is to treat the nature sustainable so that our childrens still have good and sound soils 

and environment. We steadily want to improve our overall management, work in the 

vineyard, cellar management and marketing as part of a holistic sustainability approach.  

Sustainable development is in our mind characterised by the integrative consideration of 

economic, ecological and social goals. We follow the concept of strong sustainability where 

all fields of sustainability are considered equally and may be not substituted. The security of 

human livelihood, preservation of social productive potential and the upkeep of options for 

development and actions. 

Our vineyards are well maintained and cultivated close to nature. By sowing flowering 

grasses, clover and cereals, we try to maintain a healthy soil structure and to encourage the 

settlement of beneficial organisms in the vineyards. 

   



Every year, we respond to a variety of weather conditions and 

try to educate a healthy, high leafwall in the vineyards. We 

want to keep the number of grapes per vine low, so that the 

remaining grapes on the vine get more ingredients, sweeter 

and have more extract. 

We do not use herbicides or insecticides in our vineyards. 

Only against the fungal diseases we protect our crop. With 

pheromone ampoules that were hung all over the vineyards, 

we prevent in a very environmentally friendly manner a insect 

not to lay eggs and thus do not have any worms eating or 

grapes. 

For our upscale wine lines, we produce from our own 

vineyards of our winery Ludwig Schneider and selected 

winemakers of our producer community St. Martinus high-

quality grapes from special locations. The viticulture school in 

Neustadt (DLR Neustadt) supports us in producing these 

qualities and supports us annually with 

important technical information. The 

vineyards are visited before the harvest by 

trained professionals and evaluated within 

the framework of a credit rating system. 

These harvested qualities have been 

achieving consistently high prizes at 

national and international wine 

competitions since 2001. We stand for 

future-oriented production modes where 

quality and sustainability condition and 

strengthen each other. Neither do we 

sacrifice requirements for quality to the 

requirements for sustainability, nor do we 

limit the sustainability potential with our 

requirements for quality. 

We seek responsibility for sustainable development primarily in ourselves and in the scope of 

our winery and not in the consumer of our wines. Healthy vineyards for the next generation 

and fair and high quality wines for our connoisseurs. Enjoy! 

 


